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Luminescent coating

Holland Safety Coating B.V. ®

Joint venture

A company providing industrial services in visibility, safety
and durability and the production of other chemical
products. Improving (road)safety by the application of
sustainable and energy-neutral products is a core-task of
HSC. Innovation in products and application in a socially
responsible manner is a continuous process within the
company. Our products and services can be used by
municipalities, provinces and companies.

Holland Safety Coating B.V. shares her expertise with SPL
Coatings and HSC Safetycoatings. SPL Coatings provides the
complete product for luminescent lining. HSC Safetycoatings
develops and improves new features in the field of safety.
HSC manufactures and delivers chemical products for
companies. This includes the luminescent-coated glass beads
Luminorpearls, a registered trademark of HSC, for SPL
Coatings Luminescent Roadmarking. The latest innovation
from HSC is the HSC Nightviewbeads. This product is the
latest generation luminescent-coated glass, in which the glass
beads are no longer coated, but entirely provided with the
latest generation luminescent pigments. This new innovation
will replace the current Luminorpearls within the assortment
of HSC and will also be applied in the latest generation
luminescent roadmarking. Holland Safety Coating B.V. has
teamed up with Next Generation B.V.. Next Generation is the
ideal business partner and unique sparring partner. At this
moment, we are working hard on new innovations in the
field of roadmarking, lining and safety.

HSC GlowingLines®
Luminescent lining for both indoors as well as outdoors
usage is a service provided by HSC by the name of HSC
GlowingLines, a registered trademark of HSC. This is an
innovative way of marking roads, paths, both bicycle and
parking lanes, as well as safety lines in construction and
industry. The luminescent lining is available in white, yellow,
blue, green and red and feature an anti-slip coating in
accordance with the applicable standards. The combination
of HSC GlowingLines with ‘dynamic lighting’, a feature in
which the luminous lining is being charged by completely
autonomous operational light posts equipped with
UV-features is revolutionary. By operating through solar
panels, this system is capable of working completely
off-the-grid. This system has multiple advantages, which
include even better visibility and a solution to long,
dark winter nights.

Revolutionair
The ideas, the concepts, the products, the prices… all are
worthy of being called revolutionary. .
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